1 Definition

• What is Mixed Mode Teaching?
• What is Mixed Mode Lite Teaching?
Mixed Mode Teaching

Teaching two (2) groups of students at the same time

(1) in-class students
(2) online students
Mixed Mode Teaching

Mixed Mode  
Mixed Mode Lite

Interaction and Participation

High  Low
Mixed Mode Teaching Scenarios
Scenario 1

Dr Wan will teach a course with 200 students, with no TA support.
Scenario 2

A professor was informed that 40 out of 50 students would be attending his class online, and only 10 students could physically come to attend the class.
Scenario 3

Prof. Williams teaches a course with 50 students, half of whom can commit to attending the class physically.

Peer interaction is crucial in her course. And one TA has been assigned to the course.
Scenario Review

Mixed Mode

Interaction and Participation

Requirements | Size | Ratio | Resources

High | Low